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Abstract-In this paper, we introduce a new algorithm for sign detection in a residue number 
system, which can be applied to any number of moduli set. This technique is faster than most 
competitive published works, baaed on MRC or CRT. The CRT requires large modulo h4 and is 
therefore costly to implement. The mix radix conversion (MRC) is a sequential process which causes 
long delay. The proposed algorithm is based on CRT II. No big module M = nT=i pi operations 
are needed for the CRT II. The modulo multipliers in the CRT II are bounded by size J7i?. The 
new sign detector uses less hardware than previous techniques. Using the new moduli set (2, Zn - 
1 2” + 2”-’ - 1,2%+l + 2” - l), the implementation of a sign detector is further simplified. @ 2003. 
E&evier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Algorithm, Arithmetic, Chinese remainder theorem, Sign detector, Circuit and sys- 
tems, Residue number system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sign detection plays an essential role in determining a branching operation, magnitude compar- 
ison, and overflow detection. Using weighted numbers, as most computers operate, the sign is 
simply the most significant bit (MSB). On the other hand, the sign detection in the RNS is 
relatively difficult, because the sign is a function of each residue digit. 
Many sign detection techniques reported in the literature are based on a three moduli set [l]. 
An algorithm presented using CRT is found in (21. A traditional method for sign detection using 
mixed radix conversion is presented in [3]. Other works include application of coding theory, core 
function, parity detection, and diagonal function [3-51. 
A standard residue number system is defined exclusively for positive integers in the range 
[0, M). To accommodate negative integers, an implicit signed number system may be considered 
in which the range is split into a positive half and negative half. That is, integers X in the interval 
[0, (M/2)) are interpreted as positive number X, while integers X in the interval [M/2, M) are 
interpreted as negative number X - M. 
0898-1221/03/$ - see front matter @ 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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2. A NEW ALGORITHM FOR SIGN DETECTOR 
Restricting to a four-moduli set, an integer X can be converted from its residue representation 
(xi, ~2~23~x4) to its binary value using CRT II given in the following form [6]: 
x12(2) = x2 + Ihz(Q - Z2)lPl * p2, (1) 
534(x) = x4 + lk34@3 - x4)lp3 *p4, (2) 
x = x34(z) + th-.4(~12(z) - Z34(+1plpa * (p3 * p4) = 234(x) + L(z)p3p4, (3) 
where 
‘%) = I’h..4(zl2(~) - z34(~))lplpz , (4) 
and (plrp2,p3,p4) is the moduli set, which satisfies the following conditions: 
m*hz = 1 modm, p4*h4 = 1 modpa, and (~3 * ~4 *h-4) = 1 mod (PI *PZ), (5) 
andpI <PZ <PZ <pd. 
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Figure 1. A converter based on new CRT II- for four-moduli sets. 
The main advantage of CRT II is that it reduces the large modulo M = ne, pi operation of 
CRT to modulo a operation. In addition, the numbers involved in the conversion process are 
smaller than CRT [6]. 
In this section, we propose a new RNS sign detector algorithm based on the new Chinese 
remainder theorem II. In our new technique, there is no need to complete the conversion process 
to detect the sign of RNS, the only value needed is L(z). This will eliminate the big multiplier 
(~3, p4) and the adder to obtain the binary X as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, this elimination 
will reduce the hardware implementation of RNS sign detection as shown in Figure 2. 
Let (pl,p2, ps,p4) be the relatively prime moduli set and any one of the modulo from the lower 
half moduli set (pi, ~2) should be even. 
LEMMA 1. L(M/2) = plp2/2. 
PROOF. From equation (3), 
RNS Sign Detector 
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Figure 2. Sign detector for four-moduli sets. 
Let any one of the module from the lower half moduli set (pr,pz) be even. Without lost of 
generality, say pl is even. 
Therefore, 
is a multiple of each modulo except for ~1. That is, the RNS representation of 
; = (~1,~2,53,24) = (l~P1P3P4/pl ,o,o,o) 
From equation (2), 
From equation (l), 
x12 (3 = lh2 /%p2pIpI/Pl/Pl *p2. 
Applying the RNS identity [up2] PlPz = [a],,pz presented in reference [S] and equation (5), 
A4 
x12 01 -T= lk12P21p1 $P3P4(pl p2 = j$PSP4jPl *p2 = [ 32P3P4/ PlPZ 
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THEOREM 1. L(z) < plp2/2 if and only if X < M/2; then X is positive. 
PROOF. From,equation (3) and (7), X < M/2 can be rewritten as 








9J34(2) + kP3P4 < 0, 
where k = L(s) 2 L(M/2). 
Equation (12) is true if L(z) - L(M/2) = k < 0. 
Suppose this is not the case, i.e., if L(s) - L(M/2) = k 2 0. Since 0 5 234(x) < ~3~4, 
234(2) + h-w4 > 0, 
which contradicts equation (12). 
The implementation of the sign detector based on new CRT II for a four-moduli set is shown 
in Figure 2. 
To generalize to any number of moduli set, first a function called findno is defined 
%j = Xj + [kij(xi - Zj)]p,pj = findno(zi, xj, kij,pi,pj), (13) 
The implementation of the findno function is shown in Figure 3. It uses one multiplier of 
size pj, one modulo multiplier of size pi, one subtracter of size pj , and one adder of size pipj. 
X. X. X. X. 
T 










Figure 3. The implementation of findno. 
A block diagram of the converter for any moduli set based on CRT II is shown in Figure 4. 
All cells in Figure 4 perform the findno function. The RNS numbers together with the moduli 
are paired up as inputs to each cell. At the first level, output zij is produced by the cell whose 
inputs are xi, zj, pi, pj such that zij = zj + [kij(xi - zj)]p;pj, and zij < pi * pj. Outputs from 
the first level cells are fed to the cells in the second level. This pattern continues until there is 
only one output in the final level, which is the number we want to find. It is easy to see that the 
first level of the tree has n cells, the second level has [n/2] cells, and so on [6]. 
Now we consider the general case of the sign detector. Let pr, . . . , pt, pt+l, . . ,p, be the 
relatively prime moduli set and any one of the modulo from the lower half moduli set (pi, . . . , pt) 









Figure 4. A general converter based on the new CRT II 
should be even, where t = Ln/2J, ml = Lt/2], and m2 = l(t + n)/2J. That is, t is the middle 
index of the entire moduli set, ml is the middle index of the lower half moduli set, and m2 is the 
middle index of the upper half moduli set. 
LEMMA 2. L(Mj2) = (pl.. .pt)/2. 
PROOF. From the last three findnos in Figure 4, the following expressions are obtained: 
Zl...&) = Gn,+1...t + 1h.t (W.rnl - Gn,+l...t)lpl...p,, P(ml+l)P(ml+2) . .I%, 
xt+1-m(x) = Gn~+l...n + Ih+l...n (Q+l.mz - Z,2+1...n)lpt+~...p,z P(m,+l)P(m,+2) . . .?-%I 
x = qt+l)...nb) + ~h...&h...t(~:) - 5(t+l)...n(5))lpl...pt P(t+l) . . .Pn 
= qt+l)...n(4 + JwP(,,l) . .Pn, 
where L(z) = jk~...n(z~...t(z) - z~+~...~(z))~~~...~~, 
h...t~,~+~ . . .pt = 1 mod PI . ‘P,, , h+l...,~~~+l. ,P, = 1 mod pt+l .P,,. 
Now we want to show that 
Substituting x = M/2 in equation (16), one obtains 
M 
- = qt+l)...n 2 (~)+~e,.(~l...t(~)-x~t+l,...,(~))~,,,,,.,P~t+~)~~~P,,~ 
Let any one of the modulo from the lower half moduli set (~1 . pt) be even. 
Without lost of generality, say p1 is even. 
Therefore, 
M -= “zl 
2 ( > P2 ‘. .PtPt+1 . .pn 
is a multiple of each modulo except for pl. 
That is, the RNS representation of 
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Since each term in the upper half moduli set RNS representation of M/2 is zero, i.e., ~(~+l), . , 
xn = (0,. . . ,O), one can observe that all the inputs of each findno in the upper half moduli set 
in Figure 4 are equal to zero, and by using equation (13) of findno, the output of each hndno is 
equal to zero. 
Therefore, ~c(~+l)...~(M/2) = 0. 
On the other hand, each term in the lower half moduli set RNS representation of M/2 is zero 
except for zr. That is, all the inputs of each findno in the lower half moduli set in Figure 4 are 
equal-to zero, except for the first 6ndno in each level. The expressions of the output of each 
findno with nonzero inputs in each level are given below. 
Level 1: 
Level 2: 
x12 = 52 + IhZ(Zl - Z2)lPl p2 = lk1221jpl p2, (214 
2l-.4 = 234 + h.4(~12 - ~34)lplpz p3p4 = ~h..4~12~plpz p3p4, @lb) 
Level 1a.a: xl-t(x) = x,~+~...~ + Ikl...t(~l...ml - x,,+~...~)(~~,,,~,, 
x P(m,+l)P(?n,+2) . ’ .Pt. (21c) 
Substitute the value of zr in equation (20) into equation (21a) and apply the RNS identity 
bP2lPlPZ = [a],,p2 presented in [6] and equation (17). 
Substitute 212 into equation (21b) and equation (17). 
Pl 
= Tp2”‘Pn . Pl "'P4 
Continuing this substitution process, one obtains 
x1...t (G) = llrli (~~P2...P~lp*,,,p~~)~p~,,,p~~P~~...P~ = /$P2---P,/Pl,.,Pt. 
Substituting xl...t(M/2), ~(~+l)...~(M/2), and equation (17) into 
L(G) = lkl..., (w.t g> -qt+w.n (+y I,,,,,,,, 
we obtain 
L (:) = Ibl...n I~P2...P~l,,.,..,/~~,,,p~ = Ilkl...,pt+‘...P~l,lp~ $P2...Ptlpl~,.pt = 9. 
THEOREM. L(X) < pl.. ‘p,/2 if and only if X < M/2. Then X is positive. 
PROOF. 
x = “(t+l)...nW + ~~l...?&l...&) - x(t+l)...n(X))~p*,..pt P(t+l) . . P,. 
From equations (17) and (19), X < M/2 can be rewritten as 
(22) 
qt+l)...nW + WP(,,l) ‘. . Pn < L P(t+l) . . 
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Collecting terms, 
x(t+l)..&) + L( ) - L Yj- 
( x (“)I 
P(t+l) . . .Pn < 0, 
(23) 
where k = L(x) - L(M/2). 
x(t+l)...n(5) + b(t+l) .Pn < 0, 
Equation (22) is true if L(z) - L(M/2) = k < 0. Suppose this is not the case, i.e. if L(z) -- 
L(M/2) = k L 0. Since 0 I z(~+~)...,(z) < P(~+~) .. ‘p,, 
qt+l)...n(4 + b@,l) ” .P7t > 07 
which contradicts equation (22). 
The implementation of the sign detector based on new CRT II for general-moduli set is shown 
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Figure 5. Sign detector for general-moduli sets. 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
To illustrate how the sign detector algorithm works, consider the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Find the sign of X = 771, [3,1,1, l] for moduli set (pi,ps,ps,pd) = (4,5,7, ll), 
with dynamic range of A4 = 1540. The numbers in the range 0 to 769 are positive, while numbers 
from 770 to 1539 are negative. The implementation is shown in Figure 6. 
SOLUTION. Where n = 4, t = [n/21 = [4/2J = 2, ml = It/21 = [2/a] = 1, and m2 = 
[(t + n)/2J = [(2 + 4)/2] = 3. 
Figure 6. The implementation of Example 1. 
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Using equations (14)-(17), we have the following computations: 
km = 1 mod pl * h.~&,~ = 1 =S ]k12514 = 13 k12 = 1, 
k34n = 1 modp3 + lk34p41p3 = 1 + )ks411], = 1 + k34 = 2, 
k1...4pm = 1 mod pm + J~~~w.L&,~ = 1 3 ]kl...47 * ll],, = 1 + /~i...~ = 13, 
212(x) = x2 + Ihz(z1 - 22)lp1 *p2 = 1+ I(3 - 1)14 * 5 = 11, 
x34(2) = x4 + lk34(23 - x4)lp3 * p4 = 1 + ]2(1 - l)], * 11 = 1, 
L(x) = Ih...4(~12(x) - ~34(~))~pIpz = 113(11 - 1)1,,-, = 10, 
L $ =p+=10, 
( > 
x = x34(2) + L(Ic)p3p4 = 1 + (10)(7)(11) = 771, 
L(z) = L $ . 
( > 
L(x) = 10 implies that the number [3,1,1, l] falls into the interval [M/2, A4 - 11. It then follows 
that [3,1,1, l] is negative. 
EXAMPLE 2. Find the sign of X = 771, [3,1,1,1,4] f or moduli set (f%rp2,p3,p4>p5) = (4,577, 
11,13), with dynamic range of A4 = 20020. The numbers in the range 0 to 10009 are positive, 
while numbers from 10010 to 20019 are negative. The implementation is shown in Figure 7. 
lQ2 
3Q4Q5 
9 . ..5 
Figure 7. The implementation of Example 2. 
SOLUTION. Where n = 5, t = [n/21 = ]5/2] = 2, ml = Lt/2J = [2/2J = 1, and rnz = 
[(t + n)/2J = ](2 + 5)/2] = 3. 
Using equations (14)-( 17), we have the following computations: 
b~2 = 1 mod pl * (k~%& = 1 * lh251, = 1 * hz = 1, 
bp5 = 1 modn * lh5p51P4 = 1 3 lhd3l,, = 1 * h5 = 6, 
h...5~4~5 = 1 mod p3 * lh...5p4~4,, = 1 =+ lk3...511 * 131, = 1 =+ k3...5 = 5, 
k1...5~3~4~5 = 1 mod ~1~2 * I~I...~P~P~P~,,~, = 1 * (k~...51001~20 = 1 3 IQ...5 = 1, 
212(x) = 52 + lk12(21 - z2)lp1 *p2 = 1 + I(3 - l)l4 * 5 = 11, 
245(x) = x5 + lk45(24 - x5)lP4 *p5 = 4 + /6(1 - 4)1,, * 13 = 56, 
23-.5(x) = x45(x) + I~3...5(x3 - 545(x))lp3 *p4p5 = 56 + (5(1 - 56)], * 11 * 13 = 771, 
x = xI...S(x) = 23...5(5) + ~h...5(~12(~) - x3...5(~))lplp2 *P3P4P5 
RNS Sign Detector 
= 771 + I(11 - 771)],, * 1001 = 771, 
L(z) = lk1...5(212(Z) - 53...5(Ic))lPIPZ = 111 - 7711,, = 01 
L q +2=10, 
( 1 
L(s) < L ; 
( > 
= 10, 
L(z) = 0 implies that the number [3,1,1,1,4] falls into the interval [0, M/2 - l]. It then follows 
that [3,1,1,1,4] is positive. 
EXAMPLE 3. Find the sign of X = 170170, [2,0,0,0,0,0] for moduli set (pi,ps,ps,p4,p5,ps) ;:I 
(4,5,7,11,13,17), with dynamic range of M = 340340. The numbers in the range 0 to 170169 
are positive, whilenumbers from 170170 to 340340 are negative. The implementation is showu 
in Figure 8. 
Figure 8. The implementation of Example 3 
SOLUTION. Where n = 6, t = ]n/2J = ]6/2] = 3, ml = [t/2] = [3/2] = 1, and ‘rn2 :- 
[(t + n)/2J = [(3 + 6)/2j = 4. 
Using equations (14)-( 17), we have the following computations: 
k23p3 = 1 modpz 3 lk23p31pz = 1+ lk23715 = 1 =+ &!3 = 3, 
kl...3p2p3 = 1 mod pl + ]ki...3p2p31pl = 1 + [k1...33514 = 1 + kl...3 = 3, 
k56p6 = 1 mod pg =+ (k5sps]PS = 1 + (k5e17]i3 = 1 =+ k56 = 10, 
k4...~p5p6 = 1 mod p4 + Ik4...6p5p61pr = 1 + lk4...6221111 = 1 + k4...6 = 1, 
kl...6p4p5p6 = lmod ~1~2~3 + lk1...6p4p5p61plpzps = 1 =i- lkl...62431/140 = 1 * kl. .6 = 11. 
x23(~)= ~3 + Jkzs(z2 - 53)lpz * ~3 =O + )3(0-0))5 * 7 10, 
51...3(2) = X23 -k lk1...3(21 - 223)lpl * p2p3 = 0 + 13(2 - 0)14 * 35 = 70, 
256(Z) = 26 + Ikss(ss - %j)lp5 *p6 = 0 + jlO(O - (9113 * 17 = 0, 
24-.6(z) = 256 + lk4..&q - 256)lp4 * PFjpfj = 0 + I(0 - O)j,, * 13 * 17 = 0, 
x = x1-.6(x) = 54...6 + lh...6(z1...3 - ~4...6)1p1p2p3 *p4P5P6 
= 0 + ]11(70 -O)],,, * 2431 = 170170, 
L(Z) = 1k1..&1...3(5) - 54...6(%))lpIpzp3 = 111(70 - 0)1141~ = 70, 
L ; = EY!EfE = 70, 
( > 
L(z) = L ; , 
( > 
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L(z) = 70 implies that the number [2,0,0,0,0,0] falls into the interval [M/2,M - 11. It then 
follows that [2,0,0,0,0,0] is negative. 
There is another way of computing ml and ms, 
t+1 
ml= - L 1 t+n+1 2 .’ m2 = L 1 2 . 
This definition presents a more intuitive grouping as shown in Figure 9 for n = 6. But the 





‘=x( . ..6 
Figure 9. The implementation of Example 4. 
EXAMPLE 4. Find the sign of X = 170170, [2,0,0,0,0,0] for moduli set (pi,ps,ps,pq,ps,ps) = 
(4,5,7,lLl3,17), with dynamic range of M = 340340. The numbers in the range 0 to 170169 
are positive, while numbers from 170170 to 340340 are negative. The implementation is shown 
in Figure 9. 
SOLUTION. Where n =, t = ]n/2J = ]6/2J = 3, ml = l(t + 1)/2J = [(3 + 1)/2J = 2, and 
m2 = [(t + n + 1)/2] = [(3 + 6 + 1)/2] = 5. 
Using equations (14)-( 17)) we have the following computations: 
km = 1 mod PI + lhmlpl = 1 =+ lh514 = 1 * h = 1, 
k1...3p3 = 1 mod pip2 + ]kr...spsIPlp2 = 1 + ]kr...s7]20 = 1 + ki...s = 3, 
k45p5 = 1 mod p4 + lk45p51Pr = 1 * lk45131ll = 1 * k45 = 6, 
Ic~,...Q~ = 1 modp4Ps + ]/~4...sps]~~~~ = 1 + ]/~4...s17]i~~ = 1 + k4...s = 101, 
kl...6p41)5p6 = 1 mod plp2p3 + lkl...6p4p5p61PIPaP3 = 1 + 1k1...624311140 = 1 * kl...6 = 11, 
212(5)=Z2+lk12(Z1-Z2)lpl*P2=O+1(2-0)14*5=10, 
2l...3(5) = 23 + lkl...3(Z12 - Z3)lpIpz *p3 = 0 + 13(10 - O)I,, * 7 = 70, 
x45(5) = x5 + lk45(24 - x5& *p5 = 0 + IS(O - O)(,, * 13 = 0, 
54...6(2) = 26 + [k4...6(545 - x6)lpdps *PC = 0 + Ilol(o - 0)1l43 * 17 = 0, 
x = 21...6(5) = 54...6 + lkl...6(x1...3 - x4...6)lpIpzp3 *p4p5p6 
= 0 + ]11(70 - O)]i4a * 2431 = 170170, 
L(x) = lkl...6(~1...3(~) - x4...6(x))jplp2p3 = 111(70 - (0114, = 70, 
L ; 2y!L3=70, ( > 
L(x)=L ; , 
( > 
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L(z) = 70 implies that the number [2,0,0,0,0,0] falls into the interval [M/2! M - 11. It then 
follows that [2,0,0,0,0,0] is negative. 
4. SPECIAL CASE 
In this section, we use the moduli set (2,2” - 1, 2n + 2n-1 - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1) to simplify the 
new sign detector by reducing the constant Iclz, k34, and Ic1...4 to 1. This moduli set reduces the 
computation of equations (l)-(4) to 
212(x) = x2 + 1(x1 - Z2)IPl *mr (24) 
x34(2) = 24 + I(53 - z4)lp3 * P4, (25) 
x = 534(x) + 1(512(2) - 534(alplp* * (P3 * P4) = 534(x) + W)P3P4, (26j 
where 
J%) = Ih2h) - ~34WlPlP2 (271 
To determine whether X is positive or negative, it is sufficient to determine if L(x) < 2* - 1 
or not. If L(x) < 2n - 1, X is positive; otherwise it is negative. 
The presented sign detector algorithm was implemented using VHDL for the moduli set 
(2,7,11,23), where n = 3, and M = 3542. The simulation results show that our algorithm 
is correct. That is, numbers whose L(z) < 2n - 1 = 7 are positive else negative. The simulation 
result is shown in Figure 10. 
The list of simulation results for sign detector is shown in Table 1. 
rign2h4 - 12 
rign2h3 - 5 
qn2/x2 = 6 
rqr&?/xl = 0 
+nZ/l.x - 0 
rign2/sign-bit = 0 
Figure 10. The simulation result of sign detector 
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5. CONCLUSION 
This paper introduces a new sign detector algorithm for any moduli set using the Chinese 
remainder theorem II (CRT II). The maximum size modulo operation is a, where M is the RNS 
dynamic range. The propagation delay is in the order of O(log n) , where n is the size of moduli set. 
We also have presented a sign detector for the moduli set (2, 2n - 1, 2n + Zn-’ - 1, 2n+1 + 2n - 1). 
This moduli set simplifies the implementation of sign detector. 
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